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2(x-r) +2(mnx-r) +2r7--x+mx+xl,/(l +?n2). 

rr-4x[1+Mn-1/(I+m2)]. 

GI-IBC--zInx, KHz4AB-HBz--x-r. 

KHAII[j (S1/(?m2)-m1)], (JKzz4CKzzB-x,/( I m2), 

. KG2---GII2 + KII2, or -lx'( +m2)r-z4 m2x2 +ix2[1//'(l+Xn1)-rn]2. 

* * i[/(1+ ?2)-rn]2=zg, or 1/(1+nw)-nvzj. .. 

..AB: BC-3: 4, and HB: AB: BC: ACz-1: 3: 4: 5. 
Also solved by J. C. NA GLE. 

DIOPHANTINE ANALYSIS. 

60. Proposed by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., President and Professor of Mathematics, The Russell College, 
Lebanon, Va. 

It is required to find six positive numb6is, such that if each be diimiinished by five- 
half times the fifth lower of their sumii the six remliainders will be rational fiftlh powers. 

Solution by the PROPOSER. 

Let it, V, W, xi y, Z, be the six numbers required, and let u + v + u7 + x + y 

+ Z-~8. 
Then t-53s5 --h5s5/q5, v- s5--k5OsO/q5. W-J-5:5 t156s5/q5, 

x--s56ms585/q5, y-- .5'-n 75S5/q3, z-is35-p5t5/q , 

Adding these six equations we get 

s-15sO5-(s5/ql5)(h +k5 +15 +?n15 +n5 +p5). 

Let h5 + k'i + 13 +?n5? +n 4 p6 zq. .s 

' 1x [A-2+ (h5/q5)], v, 1 [ +(k5l/q5)], w- 1 [ + (1p5/q5)], 

X- ga [+ On 
I 

/q 5) '.y 3'[-' + (n 5l5/)]n z='-a [-t + (1) /q 5!] 

Let h=4, k--5, 1-6, m-7, nS9, p--ll, q-12. 

11 v, % %V=-69'd , X 6 j %77- YIW?6T8, 783131 

Let h-5, k-10), I11, 171=16, n--19, pzz29, qz=30. 

8-21-49X483 V =1 377 tVz-67O791 t, V z48_ 
-2 

386o24V1+-, 
/673726209%9% , z - 7871266010149O% 

AVERAGE AND PROBABILITY. 

58. Proposed by HENRY HEATON, M. Sc., Atlantic, Iowa. 

From a point on the surface of a circle two lines are drawn to the circumference. 
Required the average area that may be cut from the circle in this way if the lines are 
supposed to be drawn at equal angular intervals. 

Query I. How does this differ from problem 32 ? 
Query II. Is sector the proper word to use for the surface thlus cut off ? 
Query III. Is it absolutely correct to use the word random in average problems ? 
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I. Solution by the PROPOSER. 

For each pair of lines a second pair may be drawn in opposite directions, 
dividing the surface of the circle inlto four portions each of which is included be- 
tween two of the lines and the circumference. Hence the whole number of sur- 
faces thus cut off may be arranged in sets of four such that the areas of each 
set shall equal the area of the circle. Hence the average required is la2r, 
where a is the radius of the circle. 

Query I. As problem 32 does not describe how the lines are to be drawn 
to form the "sector" this is a particular case of that problem. 

Query II. This querv was proposed for information. Some one may be 
able to give authority for the use of the word in this sense. It is contrary to the 
usual definition. 

Query III. It is the opinion of the writer that the use of the word randonm 
in average p)roblems is the result of confusion of ideas, and although sometimes 
convenient is never correct. 

II. Solution by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., President and Professor of Mathematics, The Russell College, 
Lebanon, Va. 

Let P be the giveni point. Through P draw the two chords MIN, SR di- 
viding the surface of the circle into the four surfaces A, B, C, D. 

Then A+B+C+D==nr2. 

Since P can be taken anywhere on the surface of the circle and the lines 
MN, SR can make any angle from () to 7r, the average area of A=-average area of 
Bw-=average area of C=average area of D. 

.. A=B=C=D=Prr2. 
After carefully examining problem 32 I am inclined to think the above re- 

sult the true answer to that problern also. 

59. Proposed by J. SCHEFFER, A. M., Hagerstown, Md. 

A circle is rolling along a horizonital straight line. The uniform velocity of the cen- 
ter is v. Find the average velocity of a point of the circumference. 

Solution by JOHN M. COLAW, A. M., Monterey, Va.; JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, LL. D., Portland, Me.; M. E. 
GRABER, Mt. Vernon, 0.; and the PROPOSER. 

For the eycloid traced by the point, we have 

x= al- a'siif H 

-=a-acos(/ , 
dx=a(1-cos69)dfJ; dy-rasin#)d4. 

. ds2-=dxc2+dy2,=2a2de92(1-cosH), =2a2d('2(2sin2 t9). 

ds=2asinI6OdO9. 

Now OT=vt=a9. .. dt=(a/v)d0. 

... ds/dt=2asinP4tdft?. (a/v)dft,=2vsin 4J, the variable velocity of P. 
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